Remember! You can send in photos of activities done for Home Learning to our email
address: y3homelearning@exwickheights.devon.sch.uk
PLEASE ENSURE HOME LEARNING BOOKS ARE HANDED IN ON THURSDAYS. SIGN IF YOU
HAVE CHOSEN A PRACTICAL ACTIVITY NOT SHOWN IN THE BOOK.

Year 3

Thursday 6th June 2019

We have started to learn the words from the Y3/4 list:
eighth

experience

experiment

famous

favourite

February

extreme

Keep practising! If you get an answer incorrect, make sure you have a good look at
the correct answer. Try writing those trickier ones down to learn separately.
Remember to read at home regularly (at least 10 minutes a day)
and hand in reading diaries on Mondays to be checked- you could
get a “Read to Succeed” ticket and win a book!
weight
neighbour
1.) Next week, we will be starting a new
Englishvein
topic centred on explorers! Your task
is to design a survival kit or kit list for an
veil
exploration of your choice. Will you travel
throughbeige
the sweltering terrain of the Amazon

rainforest or the sub-zero temperatures in
sleigh
Antarctica? Might you venture through
freight

unexplored regions in our vast oceans, or
maybe even need the assistance of a rocket
to soar to planets unknown? Think carefully
about the important pieces of equipment, food
and water you may need for the journey!

2.) We are having a big push with spellings in

3.) The children have done a brilliant job

Year 3 this term- we’ve found that the children
really enjoy using the website Spelling frame to
support their spelling rules and practice them

using written methods to solve four
operations calculations and word problems.

with some exciting games. Use the link below to

We would love to have some posters
explaining how to use each method (column

try out some of this week’s spellings!
https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/46/28Word-list-years-3-and-4---ei--to-fe-

addition and subtraction, grid multiplication
and bus stop division) with some worked
examples for our maths displays!

